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A B S T R A C T   

Fault damage zones potentially represent native permeable channels within otherwise ultra-tight igneous for-
mations that may be used to promote fluid circulation for convective heat recovery. The United Downs Deep 
Geothermal Power (UDDGP) project aims to recover geothermal energy by directly injecting, circulating then 
recovering fluids from such a fault. The UDDGP project injects fluid into the fault at 2500 m where rock tem-
perature is ~75 ◦C – 80 ◦C and recovers the injectate from 4500 m, where the bottom hole temperature is 
predicted to be 190 ◦C. We explore such down-dip circulation through numerical modeling to determine the 
anticipated temperature and longevity of the thermal recovery and the potential for induced seismicity (fault 
reactivation) by contrasting response for up-dip circulation. The results reveal that down-dip circulation not only 
maximizes water temperature and flow rate at the outlet but also simultaneously suppresses fault reactivation 
over the long term. In down-dip circulation, fault permeability in the critically stressed shallow fault damage 
zone is more greatly enhanced than that of the deep fault as a result of the strong injection-induced thermal 
stress. Fault sealing is breached as a result of reactivation in the shallow fault, prompting transverse fluid 
penetration and subsequent fluid circulation in the footwall. Switching the injection scheme from down-dip 
circulation to up-dip circulation, while maintaining an identical injection rate, leads to a drastic increase in 
the cumulative number of seismic events, with the average magnitude increasing from 1 to 2. This reversed well 
configuration (circulation bottom to top) also reduces power output from 6 to 7 MWthermal to 2 MWthermal, due to 
reduced enthalpy and flow rate in the production well. The outcomes from this study confirm the preferred 
design of the well pattern as circulating top to bottom, to both maximize heat recovery and limit induced 
seismicity. A lower production pressure is necessary to avoid pressure build-up inside the fault . Production 
pressure at 15–20 MPa could ensure both high cumulative power generation and a stable fault state.   

1. Introduction 

Fault reactivation presents a potential hazard in the recovery of 
hydrocarbons and geothermal fluids (Kim et al., 2018; Wiprut and 
Zoback, 2000; Donnelly, 2006; Juncu et al., 2020). Significant effort has 
been applied to understand the physics of fault reactivation including 
considerations of rate and state friction (Ruina, 1983, Scholz, 1998) or 
brittle Coulomb friction (Q. Gan and Elsworth, 2014a; Rinaldi et al., 
2015) and including impacts of healing (Wu et al., 2017; Wang and 
Elsworth, 2016) and dilatant hardening (Samuelson et al., 2009). Slip 
velocity directly impacts peak friction after healing (Marone, 1998) with 

stress state and healing influenced by thermomechanical and thermo-
chemical effects (Taron and Elsworth, 2009; Q. Gan and Elsworth, 
2014b). Pressure changes caused by fluid injection or extraction further 
alters effective stress state and rock properties (porosity and perme-
ability) (Ellsworth, 2013; Segall and Lu, 2015; Gan and Elsworth, 2015) 
as does thermal unloading (Gan and Lei, 2020; Vilarrasa et al., 2015). 

Seismicity is known to effect the permeability structure of faults 
(Manga, et al., 2012; Cappa and Rutqvist, 2012; Q. Gan and Elsworth, 
2016). Shear dilation exerts a first-order impact on permeability (Min 
et al., 2004; Min and Jing, 2003; Q. Gan and Elsworth, 2016b) with 
permeability and frictional response further mediated by fault 
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roughness and slip rate. For high roughness fractures, permeability 
evolves episodically due to cycled compaction and dilation during 
shearing (Fang et al., 2018). Consequently, permeability evolution is 
correlated with fault frictional strength and mediated by sliding velocity 
and mineralogy (Fang et al., 2017). 

Given the difficulty in creating enduring permeable pathways in 
otherwise low permeability rocks, the benefits of utilizing preexisting 
and resilient permeable conduits are clear. A variety of projects have 
demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing dormant fault zones to recover 
geothermal energy (Moeck et al., 2015; Rosberg et al., 2019; Gischig 
et al., 2020; Anyim and Gan, 2020). The work reported in the following 
is placed in the context of the United Downs Deep Geothermal Power 
(UDDGP) project, located near Redruth in west Cornwall, UK. It is within 
this context that we explore the feasibility of direct injection into, and 
recovery from, a fault zone. We highlight potential issues related to 
injection-induced fault reactivation for the specific geometry and char-
acteristics of the United Downs Deep Geothermal Power (UDDGP) 
project. The coupled thermal-hydro-mechanical-chemical simulator 
TOUGHREACT-FLAC3D is used to define the spatial and temporal evo-
lution of fault permeability structures and associated efficiency of en-
ergy recovery over the long-term lifetime of the project. Different 
stimulation and production scenarios are analyzed to examine the po-
tential for induced seismicity, in terms of timing, location, and magni-
tude. The implications from this work provide fundamental guidance for 
projects involving fluid injection into preexisting faults to recover 
geothermal fluids. 

2. Field geologic setting 

The UDDGP is located near Redruth in Cornwall, UK., close to the 
former Hot Dry Rock (HDR) geothermal research project at Rose-
manowes (c. 1980s) (Parker, 1999). Cornwall has the highest 
geothermal gradient in the UK, with the Cornubian Batholith elevating 

heat flow to +125 mW/m2, compared to the UK average of 54 mW/m2. 
Surface heat flux at United Downs is anticipated to be ~120 mW/m2 

(Ledingham et al., 2019). The potential geothermal target is the Porth-
towan Fault (PTF) - one of the northwest-southeast striking fault zones 
that are present throughout Cornwall (Fig. 1). The architecture of the 
PTF is >15 km long and 200 m – 500 m wide, striking NNW-SSE. The 
target PTF extends from Porthtowan on the north coast to Falmouth on 
the south coast along the northeast side of the Carnmenellis granite. 
Some of northwest-southeast striking faults are assumed to have been 
generated during the pre-orogenic Devonian extensional phase and 
followed by phases of fault reactivation and enhanced permeability 
resulting from intrusion of the late to post-orogenic granitic melts which 
now form the Cornubian granitic batholith (Ledingham et al., 2019). 

The concept of the UDDGP development is to drill two deviated wells 
that pierce the fault at different vertical depths – both sourcing from a 
well-pad at the surface within the United Downs Industrial Estate. The 
injection well is scheduled to pump water at a flow rate between 20 and 
60 kg/s and temperature of 75 ◦C. The initial temperature of the rock 
near injector is approximately 130 ◦C (Fig. 2). Preexisting highly 
permeable channels in the fault zones could potentially support a 
configuration with large well spacing and also ensure high flow rate 
circulation from injector to production well without significant fluid 
loss. Consequently, there is significant importance to explore the role of 
fault permeability in the efficiency of heat energy extraction and to 
examine the particulars of the injection recovery geometry and converse 
configurations. 

3. Methodology and conceptual model 

We evaluate the fluid circulation, heat transfer and associated 
deformation response for the UDDGP using the fully coupled Thermal- 
Hydraulic-Mechanical-Chemical simulator TOUGHREACT-FLAC3D. 
This simulator has been extensively validated/calibrated and applied to 

Fig. 1. Map of southwest England showing major structural features, including the large NW-SE striking Porthtowan Fault (PTF) traversing Cornwall (Dine-
ley, 1986). 
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address problems of fault instability in geothermal reservoirs (Taron and 
Elsworth, 2009). Porosity and permeability of both fracture and matrix 
evolve in response to induced deformation, as conditioned by various 
constitutive laws. The response of fault permeability and induced seis-
micity are investigated by examining the evolution of permeability and 
reactivation slip distance. Distributed flow rates and corresponding 
enthalpy quantify the performance of the heat energy extraction system. 

In this modeling study, the fault-hosted reservoir is characterized in 
pseudo 3D plane strain condition (Fig. 3) to include the transmissive 
fault flanked by low permeability host rocks (1500 m × 4000 m × 15 m). 

The prescribed Porthtowan fault dips at 80◦ below the horizontal, is 300 
m in width and embedded inside the low permeability host granite. The 
spatial architecture of the fault comprises a low permeability core (30 
m) consisting of fine granular gouge (k~10− 16 m2) sandwiched between 
more permeable fault damage zones (270 m) containing extensive 
joints/fractures resulting from cumulative shear deformation across the 
fault (k~10− 13 m2) (Ledingham et al., 2019). the flow boundary con-
ditions for the all boundaries are set as no-flow type, as the fault rocks 
are surrounded by the low permeability host granite. It is assumed the 
fault is bounded by impermeable bedrock and caprock, to prevent fluid 
leak off from the fault conduits. The boundary conditions and perme-
ability structure are defined to evaluate the effects of pressurization 
inside fault in triggering instability. It can be expected the open 
boundaries allow fluid dissipation and delay the onset of fault reac-
tivation. The bottom and left boundaries are set as roller condition with 
zero normal displacement. Previous characterizations of the Rose-
manowes HDR project in Cornwall indicate a bottom hole temperature 
of ~190 ◦C at 4500 m, corresponding to a thermal gradient of 
0.0375 ◦C/m. The bottom hole pressure is defined at 53.5 MPa with a 
pressure gradient of 9.8 × 103 Pa/m and a vertical stress gradient set at 
2.648 × 104 Pa/m, the horizontal stress gradients are set at 1.583 × 104 

Pa/m and 2.037 × 104 Pa/m (Batchelor, 1979; 1982). The constitutive 
law representing the elastic-plastic transition of the fault is represented 
by a ubiquitous joint model, assuming slip-weakening behavior with the 
shear strength linearly decreasing with the onset of plastic shear strain 
(Rutqvist et al., 2002; Q. Gan and Elsworth, 2014). 

Table 1 summarizes the assumed initial properties for the host rock, 
fault core and fault damage zones. The bulk moduli for the fault blocks 
and host rock are 10 GPa and 15 GPa, representing softening due to the 
presence of fractures. The reduction in elastic properties and friction 
angle highlights the release of seismic energy through the fault 
reactivation. 

Slip response within the fault is represented by the brittle Mohr- 
Coulomb failure criterion model, which invokes fault slip weakening 
law as a necessary condition for inducing fault instability. Brittle 
behavior defines a single peak strength that subsequently reduces with 
each increment of plastic strain. The timing of reactivation is determined 
by the effective stress state and peak friction strength. In this work, the 
instability of the fault is represented by a ubiquitous joint model in 
FLAC3D which defines the presence of planes of weakness by the dipping 

Fig. 2. Schematic presentation of the UDDGP project concept; cross-strike 
section through the Porthtowan Fault. 

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of reservoir geometry with prescribed fault architecture, (b) initial distribution of rock temperature (Ledingham et al., 2019).  
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angle and strike orientation. The plane of weakness is highlighted by low 
modulus and strength values (Table 1). This model implements a bi- 
linear joint-matrix definition to capture the shear/tensile failure that 
occurs in both joints and matrix with different strengths. The initial 
static friction angle of fractures is assumed to be 28◦ The strong cohesion 
strength allows an initial stable state, and sustained under high stress 
loading. The friction strength drop from peak to residual friction coef-
ficient aims to create higher strain energy release from fault reactivation 
(Rutqvist et al., 2015). 

3.1. Fault permeability 

The evolution of fault permeability is represented by specifying the 
architecture of the fracture network, including the magnitude of fracture 
aperture and spacing in the fault-normal and fault-parallel directions. 
The fracture networks are defined using the MINC (Multiple Interacting 
Continua) approach in TOUGHREACH with the dual permeability and 
porosity values for fault core, damage zone and host rock. The perme-
ability of fractures in the fault zone is characterized by a parallel-plate 
model as (Snow, 1969), 

k =
b3

12s
(1)  

where b is fracture aperture, and s is the spacing of fractures in each 
principal direction. The constitutive model for predicting the evolution 
of aperture is governed by the fracture stiffness and effective stress, 
given as (Min et al., 2009), 

bs = br + (bmax − br)exp
(
− η

(
σ′

− σ′

0

))
(2)  

where br represents the residual aperture (m), bmax is the maximum 
aperture at zero stress level (m), η is the non-linear fracture stiffness (1/ 
MPa), σ′ is the effective stress, σ′

0 is effective stress at which zero 
deformation occurs (usually zero). The shear displacement of fractures 
ujs increases normal aperture bdila by dilation according to, 

bdila = ujstanψjd (3) 

The local plastic shear strain increment for shear failure along a weak 
fault plane ΔεPs

3′ 3′ is calculated as 

ujs = ΔεPs
3′ 3′ ∗ s  

ΔεPs
3′ 3′ = λstanψjd (4)  

λs =
τ0 + σ0

3′ 3′ tanϕj − cj

2G + α1tanψjdtanϕj
(5)  

where λs is the associated plastic shear for the solid element, ψ jd is the 
dilation angle of the fracture, G is shear modulus, ϕj is joint friction 
angle, cj is joint cohesion, σ3′ 3′ is the normal traction component on the 
plane of weakness, and the superscript 0 indicates the values obtained 
before detection of failure on this plane. 

Thus, the final lumped expression for calculating the permeability of 
fractures is given as 

k =
b3

12s
=

(bs + bdila)
3

12s
(6)  

3.2. Well configuration and injection schedule 

The currently drilled geothermal system placed an injection well at 
shallow depth (2500 m) with the production well tapping the fault at 
greater depth (4500 m). Our modeling study explores the influence of 
well configuration by switching the location of injector and producer 
(top-to-bottom to bottom-to-top). In order to obtain economic recovery 
from this conceptual design, the fluid circulation rate must be ~20–60 l/ 
s. Consequently, it is critical to examine the influence of well configu-
ration in altering the stress state on the fault and its impact on the long- 
term performance for energy production. 

When the injector is switched at the 4500 m depth, high constant 
injection rates (~20 kg/s) lead to excessive large bottom hole pressure 
ramp-up and early seismic events, which actually causes instability of 
code. Therefore, a maximum injection rate is implemented at 17 kg/s. 
Table 2 summarizes the numerical modeling schedule for different well 
configurations with different injection rates and bottom hole pressures. 
Cases A - C are designed to examine the influence of different production 
pressures in controlling the fluid circulation rate along the fault. Cases D 
- F compare different well configurations by swapping the locations of 
injector and producer. Together, these cases provide illuminating results 
in predicting the evolution of permeability structure, and also define the 
well configuration anticipated to deliver the best performance with 
respect to maximizing power generation and minimizing the potential 
for induced seismicity. 

4. Results and discussion 

The prescribed scenarios of Table 2 explore the influence of injec-
tion–production configuration and schedule, given the assumed fric-
tional failure model, on the evolution of geothermal energy recovery 
and induced seismicity in time and space. Cases A – C highlight the in-
fluence of bottom hole pressure (BHP) variation in modifying fault 
behavior, and Cases D - F explore the influence of injector-producer 
locations and variable circulation rates along fault. 

The evolution of pressure along the fault dip is determined by 
injectate balance between the injector and producer wells. Fig. 4 shows 
the pore pressure distribution at 108s (~3.17 y) and an increase in pore 
pressure for a high production pressure (BHP) of 25 MPa (Case A). The 
lower production pressure for Cases B (20 MPa) and C (15 MPa) shows 
lower formation pressures with larger fluid circulation rates. Compared 

Table 1 
Material properties used in the simulations (Ledingham et al., 2019; Rutqvist 
et al., 2015).  

Parameters Host rock Fault damage zone Fault core 

Matrix permeability, m2 10− 16 10− 15 10− 16 

Fracture permeability, m2 – 2.5 × 10− 13 2.0 × 10− 16 

Fracture spacing, m – 0.5 7 
Bulk modulus, GPa 15 10 10 
Cohesion, MPa 3 3 3 
Matrix porosity 0.1 0.3 0.01 
Fracture porosity 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Matrix friction angle, deg 45 45 45 
Tensile strength, MPa 30 4 4 
Poisson’s ratio 0.22 0.22 0.22 
Joint cohesion, MPa – 0 0 
Joint friction angle, deg – 28 28 
Residual friction angle, deg – 9 9 
Residual plastic strain – 10− 3 10− 3 

Rock density, kg/m3 2700 2700 2700 
Dilation angle, degrees 0 5 5 
Non-linear stiffness, η  – 0.218 0.218 
Residual aperture, m – 2.0 × 10− 4 4.2 × 10− 5 

Maximum aperture, m  9.0 × 10− 4 2.018 × 10− 4  

Table 2 
Comparison of various well configurations and injection schedules.  

Scenario Well pattern Injection rate (kg/s) Production (BHP) 

Case A Top injection 17 25 MPa 
B Top injection 17 20 MPa 
C Top injection 17 15 MPa 
D Bottom injection 17 20 MPa 
E Bottom injection 13 20 MPa 
F Bottom injection 10 20 MPa  

Q. Gan et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
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to the initial pore pressure distribution, the pressure inside the fault zone 
for Case B and C decreased around 5 MPa and 9.6 MPa due to depletion, 
while the pressure level in Case A increased ~5 MPa over the initial 
magnitude. The average production rates before 106s for Cases A-D are 
16, 18, 22, and 12 kg/s. The lowered pressure gradient facilitates fluid 
flow downward to the production well by enhancing fluid velocity. The 
variation of fluid residence time inside fault channels directly affects 
heat transfer between the injected fluid and the hot host rocks. 

Fig. 5 shows the pore pressure distribution for different bottom in-
jection rates at 2.5 × 106 s (~30d). High pore pressure is required to 
overcome the resistance from gravity and hydro–static stress. This 
excessively high pressure also increases the potential for fault reac-
tivation (seismicity). Assuming Darcian flow along the fault with initial 

permeability at 2.5 × 10− 13 m2, the average fluid velocity v along the 
fault strike for Cases D-F are calculated at 8.4 × 10− 4, 1.25 × 10− 4, and 
6.2 × 10− 5 by using, 

v =
k
μ

dP
dL

(7) 

The slow fluid migration velocity is expected to reduce the efficiency 
of thermal energy extraction. Given the dramatically different pressure 
evolution for the different injection -production scenarios, it is critical to 
examine the associated evolution of temperature. 

Figs. 6 and 7 show temperature distributions for Cases A - C at 108 s 
(~3.17y), and Case D - F at 2.5 × 106 s (~30d). The temperature dis-
tributions for down-dip and up-dip are compared separately owing to 

Fig. 4. Pressure distributions relative to the initial condition (a) for different BHP in bottom production well (b-d) after injection and production for 108 s (~3.17y).  

Fig. 5. Pressure distributions for different injection rates (17 kg/s Cases D, 13 kg/s in Case E, and 10 kg/s Case F) at 4500 m depth, after injection and production for 
2.5 × 106 s (~30d). 
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the different time-evolution of fault permeability. The major difference 
in temperature among the top injection configurations is the cooling of 
both footwall and hanging wall in Case A (BHP=25 MPa) versus cooling 
limited to the hanging wall in Case B (BHP=20 MPa) and C (BHP=15 
MPa). The difference results from over-pressurization and associated 
plastic deformation at shallow depth around the injector in Case A, 
which enhances permeability in both the fault damage zone and the 
fault core. The fault seal is breached, leading to penetration of fluids into 
the footwall. Consequently, there is strong cooling within the footwall in 
Case A, and less thermal drawdown in Cases B & C due to lower pore 
pressure. In the reversed injection scenarios (bottom to top) of Case D - F 
(Fig. 7), t cooling is localized around the injector, where temperature 
decreases by ~40 ◦C after only 1-month of injection. The fluid absorbs 
heat while migrating to the production well at shallow depth. 

The architecture of fault permeability is critical in determining fluid 

pathways and associated heat transfer modes. Fig. 8(a) shows the initial 
fault permeability structure, comprising a low permeability fault core 
bracketed by permeable damage zones with extensive joints. The fault 
core prevents direct fluid communication between footwall and hanging 
wall, effectively sealing the fault. The gradual fluid mass accumulation 
in the shallow depth also assist in the plastic deformation by reducing 
the effective stress state, as the high permeability enhancement is 
identified in hanging wall (Fig. 9). 

Fig. 8(d) shows an order-of-magnitude permeability enhancement at 
shallow depth in Case A for a BHP of 25 MPa at the production well, 
while no significant permeability evolution occurs in Cases B & C. In 
Case A, we identify simultaneous permeability enhancement in the fault 
core, which breaches the fault seal. The permeability field for Case A 
controls and contributes to the rock temperature distribution shown in 
Fig. 7(a). Enhanced transverse permeability at shallow depth allows 

Fig. 6. Temperature distributions for the initial condition (a) and Case A (b), Case B (c), and Case C (d) after injection and production for 108 s (~3.17y).  

Fig. 7. Temperature distributions for Cases D, E, and F after injection and production for 2.5 × 106 s (~30d).  
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fluid to penetrate horizontally, with cold fluid migrating to the footwall 
and absorbing heat. 

The permeability evolution for bottom injection is dramatically 
different from that for top injection. Fig. 9 presents the spatial perme-
ability distribution for Cases D - F at 2.5 × 106 s (~30d). Given the 
almost same fluid extraction configuration, the highest injection rate of 
17 kg/s in Case D leads to highest fluid accumulation and pressure build- 
up near producer at shallow depth (Fig. 5), which generates large 
permeability enhancement in the top of the fault at shallow depth in 
Case D. The induced shear dilation that results from extensive plastic 
failure prompts the opening of the initially tight fault core. Fault core 
permeability is enhanced by more than five orders of magnitude, to 5 ×
10− 12 m2 in Case D. 

The volumetric strain distribution illustrates the influence of thermal 
depletion in modifying the stress state over the entire fault segment. The 
variation of bottom hole pressure determines the velocity of fluid cir-
culation from injection well to production well, decrease from 8.4 ×

10− 4 m/s in Case D to 6.2 × 10− 5 m/s in Case F. A BHP of 25 MPa for 
withdrawal in Case A allows fluid mass to accumulate at shallow depth. 
The volumetric strain at 108 s (~3.17y) in Fig. 10(a) indicates strong 
compaction from injector to producer, due to the comingled influences 
of pressurization and thermal depletion. Cases D - F show the volumetric 
strain distribution at time 2.5 × 106 s (~30d), predominantly as a result 
of hydro-mechanical deformation. Pressurization expands along the 
fault damage zones, with the magnitude of induced strain decreasing 
with depth, due to the stronger impact of compaction. Thermal draw-
down exerts significant influence in relieving and unloading the fault 
stress state (Gan and Lei, 2020). 

Fig. 11 shows the spatial distribution of effective normal stress, shear 
stress, and Coulomb stress change along fault dip for the fault damage 
zone and core zone separately. As the fault core and damage zone are 
defined with different hydraulic properties (Table 1), the pressurization 
and cooling leads to different levels of fault reactivation, due to the 
coupled influence of poroelastic stress changes, thermoelastic stress 

Fig. 8. Spatial distributions of permeability for the initial condition (a) relative to Cases A (b), B (c), and C (d) after injection and production for 108 s (~3.2y).  

Fig. 9. Spatial distributions of permeability for Cases D, E, and F after injection and production for 2.5 × 106 s (~30d).  
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changes, and pore pressure diffusion. The Coulomb stress change Δτcs is 
defined as. 

Δτcs = Δτs − μΔσn + μΔP (8)  

where Δτs is the change in shear stress, μ is the friction coefficient, Δσn is 
the change in normal stress, and ΔP denotes the pore pressure change in 
the fault. The thermal unloading (cooling) affects the effective normal 
stress distribution along the path between the two wells, especially 
adjacent to the injector, which is subject to the strongest cooling. The 
effective normal stress around the producer in Case A-C also reflects a 
reduction of effective normal stress. Positive Coulomb stress changes 
indicate an unstable stress path along the fault, whereas negative 
Coulomb stress changes represent stabilization. The fault core has a 
slightly higher effective normal stress than the damage zone due to 
slower pressurization. In Case A, the shear stress drop in the fault 

damage zones from the injector to the deep 3000 m depth is higher than 
that in the fault core . However, the shear stress drops in the fault core at 
shallow depth (100 m – 1000 m) for Cases A and D are greater than those 
in the fault damage zone, which indicates stronger fault reactivation in 
the fault core at shallow depth. The Coulomb stress changes in Fig. 11e-f 
demonstrate that the fault in Cases B and C remains very stable. In Case 
A the fault core at the 100 m – 1000 m depth displays larger positive 
Coulomb stress changes than the fault INCdamage zone at the same 
depth. The fault instability in Case A focuses at a depth of 100 m – 2000 
m. Up-dip circulation with the bottom injection scenario of Case D re-
sults in a destabilizing stress path for the entire fault. 

The seismic energy released through each shear slip event may be 
quantified by the event moment M0, with the corresponding moment 
magnitude Ms calculated as the defined Ms − M0 relationship (Hanks 
and Kanamori, 1979), 

Fig. 10. Comparison of volumetric strain distributions for Cases A-C (a-c) after 108 s (~3.2y) and Cases D - F (d-f) after 2.5 × 106 s (~30d).  
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Ms =
2
3

logM0 − 10.7 (9)  

M0 = G⋅d⋅A (10)  

where G is the shear modulus, d is slip displacement, and A is the rupture 
area. The validity of estimating induced seismicity using the shear strain 
in FLAC3D has been explored and benchmarked (Wassing et al., 2014). 
Each seismic event from an individual faulted numerical cell is recorded 
by measuring the joint plastic shear strain. The limitation of this 
approach is the potential sensitivity to element mesh size. There is an 
intrinsic balance between the number of slip events and magnitude of 
event. A coarse mesh will reduce the total number of fault elements, but 
reduce the resultant plastic shear strain, due to lack of high resolution 
for the sliding elements . The lack of fine-rupture propagation for small 
timesteps comes from the nature of continuum simulator. Discrete 
element models have the advantages in shaping dynamic rupture 
propagation decay due to the frictional strength evolution from velocity 
weakening or strengthening mechanism. The advantage of our approach 
here is to characterize the propagation of rupture through a cloud of 
events under a brittle failure assumption. The dynamic propagation of 

rupture area at each timestep can be revealed by examining the spatial 
and temporal distribution of induced seismic events. The purpose is to 
characterize the location of seismic events in space and time . Fig. 12 
selects Cases A and D to explore the resulting seismic events in terms of 
locations, magnitudes, and cumulative event numbers. The induced 
seismic events in Case A initiate from the top of the formation, which is 
prone to failure due to the low effective stress state. The cloud of seismic 
events is localized around the injector. The maximum magnitude Ms is 2. 
The final cumulative number of events is ~30,000. 

Switching to bottom injection slightly delays the onset of events, due 
to slow propagation of the hydraulic and thermal fronts to the critically 
stressed zones. However, the significant elevation of pore pressure in-
creases the extent of the ruptured area and the total number of events. 
The magnitude of seismic events continuously increases for constant 
injection rate. Seismic rupture also propagates downward. Comparison 
between the two scenarios indicates that the vicinity of the production 
well remains relatively quiet and stable in the Case A. Continuous pro-
duction essentially maintains the stress state below a critical level 
(Fig. 11). The fault is seismic event free for Cases B & C. 

It is also critical to examine the performance of thermal energy re-
covery from the fault. The magnitude of instantaneous electric power 

Fig. 11. Distribution of effective normal stress (a-b), shear stress (c-d), Coulomb stress change within the damage zone (e) and core zone (f) along the dip of the fault.  
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Fig. 12. Spatial and temporal distribution of induced seismic events. Spatial distribution (left side) for Cases A and D, with symbol size proportional to event 
magnitude. Daily event magnitudes & cumulative number of events (right side) for Cases A and D. 

Fig. 13. Evolution of produced water enthalpy (a), mass flow rate at the production well (b), and associated power (c) recovered from the reservoir over 109s (31.7y) 
for Cases A-F. 
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generation Wh is calculated as a product of flow rate and the enthalpy of 
the produced water as (Pruess, 2006), 

Wh = αqpro
(
hpro − hinj

)
(11)  

where α is the heat utilization efficiency, assumed to be 0.5 in this 
calculation (Sanyal and Butler, 2005), hpro is the water enthalpy at the 
production well, hinj is the enthalpy of the injected cold water, which is 
equal to 3.5 × 105j/kg and qpro is the flow rate in the production well 
(kg/s). 

Fig. 13 shows the evolution of water enthalpy (a), flow rate (b), and 
generated power magnitude (c) over the duration of the simulation (109s 
or31.7y). The instantaneously generated power magnitude is calculated 
based on Eq. (11) and presented in Fig. 13(c). Case C in the down-dip 
circulation scenario return the highest cumulative power generation, 
primarily due to the high flow rate in the production well operating at 
15 MPa bottom hole pressure. The final production rate levels off at the 
injection rate of 17 kg/s Production wells located at greater depth also 
help to ensure that produced water is maintained at a higher enthalpy 
(~5.0 × 105 J/kg), while locating the production well at shallower depth 
leads to loss of enthalpy during transport along the fault. Switching the 
well pattern to bottom injection leads to a gradual increase in the 
enthalpy of water at the production well. The flow rate in the production 
well also increases at early times, partly as a result of permeability 
enhancement along dip. However, given the potential hazards arising 
from the induced seismic events that enhance permeability, the 
switching of the well configuration will not be favorable for either 
increasing production or reducing seismicity. There is enthalpy draw-
down in produced water from 10y. The lower production pressure in the 
down-dip circulation design is necessary to prevent pressure build-up 
inside the fault and trigger fault instability, especially at shallow 
depth, while maintaining the cumulative power generation at higher 
level. 

5. Conclusions 

This work examined well configurations tapping a sub-vertical fault 
with regard to efficiency of heat transfer and mitigating induced seis-
micity. We used a coupled Thermal-Hydraulic-Mechanical model, based 
on the flow and stimulation geometry of the currently ongoing United 
Downs Deep Geothermal Power (UDDGP) project. Both economic 
feasibility and induced seismicity are taken into consideration. We 
examine the consequences of injecting top to bottom within the fault, as 
currently planned, and then the converse bottom to top injection 
scenario. 

The results for top injection – bottom production suggest that shear 
deformation is likely to occur first in the critically-stressed shallow 
reservoir. The fault seal may be breached due to significantly enhanced 
permeability of the fault core. Cold fluid injected inside the fault zone 
may penetrate transversely and simultaneously increase the area of heat 
transfer. The thermal drawdown arising from fluid circulation between 
wells along the dip direction substantially relieves the fault stress state 
by unloading, thereby enhancing connectivity within the fault. The 
mechanism causing initial fault instability at shallow depths is primarily 
direct pressurization. Thermal cooling influences rupture propagation 
from the localized injector zone to ~2000 m depth. Switching the 
location of injection and production wells impedes fluid circulation 
because of the buoyancy and lithostatic stress gradient. High injection 
pressure is required for up-dip circulation. Furthermore, the fluid loses 
enthalpy into the lower-temperature host rock at shallow depth. 
Consequently, switching well locations will not enhance the expected 
efficiency of heat energy extraction. To the contrary, the flow rate and 
enthalpy of the produced water will both be reduced. 

Shallow injection with BHP at 25 MPa (Case A) could trigger 
~30,000 seismic events over the duration of the simulation (~30y), 
mainly due to pressurization at shallow depth. There are few seismic 

events with shallow injection at lower bottom hole pressures (Cases B 
and C), which also allows more fluid to be produced from the fault zone. 
Seismic rupture initiates at shallow depth and propagates toward the 
injector, while the deep formation remains relatively seismically 
quiescent. Switching injection to the bottom location dramatically in-
creases the total number and magnitude of seismic events and therefore 
is not favorable for a sustainable production of geothermal energy. 
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